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Summary: The brain can be viewed as a probabilistic estimator, where sensory statistics bias 10	

judgments. Owls underestimate the direction of peripheral sound sources. This bias for central 11	

locations was proposed to reflect the increased uncertainty about eccentric direction.  12	

Understanding the neural pathway supporting this behavior provides a means to address how 13	

adaptive motor commands are implemented by neurons. Here we find that the sensory evidence 14	

about sound direction is weighted by its reliability in premotor neurons of the owl’s midbrain 15	

tegmentum such that the mean firing rate approximates the head-orienting bias. We demonstrate 16	

that this coding emerges through convergence of upstream projections from a map of space. We 17	

further show that manipulating the sensory input yields changes predicted by statistical inference 18	

in both premotor responses and behavioral bias. This work demonstrates how a topographic 19	

sensory representation can be linearly read out to adjust behavioral responses by statistics of the 20	

sensory input.  21	
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2	
	

INTRODUCTION 22	

The role of internal representations of prior information and uncertainty in the synthesis of motor 23	

commands is critical for understanding how behavior adapts to sensory statistics. To address this 24	

question, we investigated the neural basis of the centrality bias of barn owls, which is a 25	

systematic underestimation of sound sources towards the center of gaze [1,2]. This centrality bias 26	

may be optimal for the owl's prey capture and can be explained by a Bayesian estimator with a 27	

prior distribution that emphasizes frontal directions [3,4]. Theoretical studies have proposed 28	

coding schemes linking behavioral biases to optimal behavior, where the amount of bias reflects 29	

the relative weights given to priors and sensory evidence depending on the reliability of the 30	

sensory input	[3,5,6]. Yet, a neural circuit decoding a behavioral command that integrates the 31	

reliability of sensory evidence and prior information has not been demonstrated. This study 32	

describes how such a command may emerge in a premotor neural population that controls 33	

orienting behaviors in the sound localization system of the owl.  34	

Most animals use interaural time difference (ITD) for inferring the horizontal direction of sound 35	

location [7,8]. In the barn owl, a map of auditory space emerges in the external nucleus of the 36	

inferior colliculus (ICx) [9], where selectivity for ITD determines the spatial tuning of auditory 37	

neurons (Figure 1). The ICx map is a distorted representation of space where the front is 38	

overrepresented [10]. It has also been shown that the frequency and spatial selectivity of ICx 39	

neurons co-vary [11], where neurons preferring frontal directions are tuned to higher frequencies 40	

than peripheral neurons (Figure 1). This direction-dependent frequency selectivity corresponds to 41	

how reliability of ITD changes across frequency and direction, estimated from the owl’s head-42	

related transfer function [11]. Previous studies have proposed that the non-uniform spatial and 43	
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frequency selectivity across the ICx allows for the representation of prior information and ITD 44	

reliability [3,4,11]. 45	

ICx projects point-to-point to the optic tectum (OT) [12], leading to both structures having 46	

neurons with similar spatial and frequency tunings [13-14]. As a result, both ICx and OT display 47	

similar maps of auditory space, here referred to as the space-map (Figure 1). OT projects to the 48	

midbrain tegmentum (mTeg), which drives spinal-cord motoneurons that generate the head-49	

orienting response to sound [15,16] (Figure 1). In vertebrates, the tectotegmental pathway 50	

contributes prominently to the generation of orienting movements of the eyes, head, and body 51	

[17,18]. Anatomical studies of the tectotegmental projections in the barn owl suggest that the 52	

topographic representation of space in the OT is translated into a representation of orthogonal 53	

movement coordinates in mTeg [15,16,19].  54	

This study examined whether responses of premotor neurons in mTeg predict the owl’s centrality 55	

bias, how these responses emerge, and whether they reflect the statistics of the sensory input. We 56	

found that neural responses in mTeg match the owl's behavioral bias, emerge from an effective 57	

convergence from OT to mTeg and approximate a Bayesian estimate of sound location. 58	

Furthermore, both the mTeg responses and orienting bias of behaving owls changed with 59	

manipulations of the cue reliability and sound frequency, in a manner consistent with a Bayesian 60	

estimate. Thus, we provided a mechanism for a neural system to encode a behavioral bias that 61	

approximates a combination of sensory uncertainty and prior information. 62	

  63	
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 RESULTS 64	

Three male and three female adult barn owls (from 3 to 5 years old) were included in the 65	

electrophysiological study. We did not observe any significant difference between sexes in the 66	

neural responses, therefore the data from the two groups were pooled. Behavioral experiments 67	

used three different owls, two females and one male.  68	

Emergence of mTeg tuning 69	

To assess the spatial tuning of premotor neurons downstream of the midbrain space-map, we 70	

conducted single-unit recording of auditory responses in mTeg using metal electrodes. Previous 71	

studies have shown that microstimulation of mTeg produces head-orienting responses and eye-72	

movements [16], and that this method could be used to reliably identify this region. Although 73	

these studies were successful in establishing mTeg as a region that commands orienting 74	

behaviors, sound-evoked responses of these neurons were never explored. To target mTeg we 75	

used the same stereotaxic [15,16] and microstimulation [16, 19, 20] guidelines reported 76	

previously. For each recording site, it was verified that: 1) microstimulation at the recording site 77	

elicited micro-saccades (Figure 2A,B) and 2) that microstimulation with the same current 78	

intensity no longer elicited saccades after the electrode was moved a few hundred microns away 79	

from the recording site.  80	

Like ICx and OT neurons, mTeg neurons were tuned to ITD. For tonal stimulation, ITD curves 81	

across regions displayed a similar periodic shape (Figure 3A,B). However, when broadband 82	

noise was used, a notable difference was observed. Unlike neurons in ICx and OT, which display 83	

ITD curves for broadband noise with a narrow larger peak flanked by smaller side peaks [21] 84	

(Figure 3C), all mTeg neurons stimulated with broadband noise (n = 36; supplementary Figure 85	
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S1) displayed quasi-sigmodal tuning to ITD, favoring the contralateral hemifield (Figure 3D). 86	

The maxima of these broadband-noise tuning curves were away from the midline on the 87	

contralateral side. Although in some neurons there was a slight response decrease at eccentric 88	

directions (ITD > 100 µs), this decrease was not statistically significant from the maximum 89	

response across the sample (ANOVA, p (F>0.4) = 0.92). Therefore, ITD-tuning curves in 90	

response to broadband-noise in mTeg can be considered largely monotonic, with responses 91	

increasing across the midline, and reaching a plateau at eccentric locations in contralateral space.  92	

We tested whether the transformation from a peaked ITD tuning to monotonic curves was 93	

consistent with a convergent projection from OT to mTeg, as proposed for the midbrain network 94	

guiding eye saccades [22]. If mTeg neurons received convergent input from OT, their responses 95	

should reflect the varying ITD and frequency selectivity of OT neurons across the space-map 96	

[11,14] (Figure 1). To verify this hypothesis, we tested two specific predictions for the 97	

convergence from OT to mTeg on auditory responses: 1) because frequency tuning varies across 98	

the space-map [11,14], a downstream neuron receiving convergent input from OT should have 99	

broader frequency tuning; and 2) because ITD tuning covaries with preferred frequency in ICx 100	

and OT [11,14], stimulation with tones will drive activity in only a subset of the cells exciting 101	

each mTeg neuron. Thus varying frequencies should alter the mTeg ITD tuning curve shape in a 102	

manner consistent with how frequency and ITD tuning change in ICx and OT.  103	

To test the first prediction, we measured the half-width of frequency tuning curves in ICx, OT, 104	

and mTeg neurons. Frequency tuning curves of mTeg neurons were significantly broader than 105	

ICx and OT (Figure 3E,F, mean ± s.d difference in frequency bandwidth: 2.4 kHz ± 0.3 kHz, p < 106	

10-11, Wilcoxon rank-sum test). This result is consistent with a convergence from OT into mTeg. 107	
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To test the second prediction, we measured ITD tuning in mTeg for tonal stimulation, within the 108	

range of frequencies that elicited significant responses. As reported above, the ITD tuning curves 109	

of mTeg neurons measured with tonal stimulation were sinusoidal functions with the period 110	

determined by the stimulating frequency (Figure 3B,G). Remarkably, unlike in ICx and OT, 111	

where neurons prefer the same ITD at all frequencies they respond to, i.e., they display a 112	

characteristic delay [21], mTeg neurons’ preferred ITD varied with frequency (Figure 3G,H).  113	

For each cell, the peak ITD shifted towards 0 µs when the stimulus frequency increased (Figure 114	

3H, right, r2 = 0.85, intercept=250 µs, slope= -0.042 µs/Hz, p<0.001). Moreover, the change in 115	

preferred ITD with frequency of mTeg neurons was strongly correlated with the change in 116	

frequency and ITD tuning in the space-map [11] (r2 = 0.75, intercept=284 µs, slope= -0.045 117	

µs/Hz, p<10-55), where frontal neurons, tuned to ITDs near zero, prefer higher frequencies than 118	

peripheral neurons tuned to large ITDs [11,14]. These results provide physiological evidence of a 119	

convergence from OT into mTeg. 120	

Weighted convergence from space-map to mTeg 121	

It was shown above that mTeg tuning to ITD and frequency are consistent with a convergence 122	

that takes place between the space-map in OT and mTeg. We next asked whether the mTeg 123	

responses can be explained by a weighted linear convergence from space-map neurons, a 124	

processing scheme that has been proposed for the emergence of motor commands [22,23]. For 125	

this, a bank of ITD tuning curves of a population of OT neurons was modeled following criteria 126	

from published tuning properties of space-map neurons. Specifically, cells tuned to frontal ITDs 127	

are overrepresented, prefer higher frequencies, and therefore display narrower ITD tuning [11, 128	

14] (Figure 4A). This modeled OT population was the same used previously for Bayesian 129	

decoding analyses [3,10,24], as well as in the next section of the present study. Modeled OT 130	
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tuning curves were then weighted, i.e., rescaled (Figure 4B,C), and summed (Figure 4D) to 131	

simulate the weighted convergence. To estimate the weights at each frequency/ITD channel 132	

converging onto mTeg cells, we used linear decomposition by Fourier analysis of ITD tuning 133	

curves for broadband noise of mTeg neurons. It has been shown that this method can be used to 134	

efficiently assess the neurons’ frequency responsiveness [25] (Figure 4B; see supplementary 135	

Figure S2 for similar analysis using random weights). Here, a higher power at a specific 136	

frequency in the Fourier decomposition of the broadband-noise ITD response of an mTeg neuron 137	

corresponds to a higher weight applied to the projecting OT neurons corresponding to that 138	

frequency (Figure 4A-C). The weighted OT ITD-tuning curves were then summed and the output 139	

was compared to the actual ITD tuning of mTeg neurons on a cell-by-cell basis (Figure 4D). We 140	

observed good correlations between modeled and measured mTeg ITD-tuning curves (Figure 4E, 141	

pairwise linear correlation,	p<0.05 for 34 out of 36 neurons, median variance explained = 70%), 142	

indicating that ITD tuning of mTeg neurons to broadband sound could be predicted from the 143	

weighted convergence of the space-map population. These results indicate that mTeg responses 144	

are consistent with a weighted linear convergence from the midbrain space map, a plausible 145	

mechanism in neural processing [22,23]. 146	

Emergence of an adaptive orientation estimate in mTeg 147	

We next examined whether  mTeg responses approached an optimal motor command by 148	

integrating ITD information and the reliability of this cue in the sensory input. In neural theory 149	

of probabilistic inference, a Bayesian estimate of a specific sensory feature results from the 150	

integration of sensory input and prior information about this feature. This integration is done 151	

while weighting the sensory input by its reliability.  As a result, if sensory information is 152	

degraded (i.e., unreliable), a Bayesian estimate will increasingly be biased toward the prior 153	
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information. To manipulate the reliability of the ITD cue in a quantitative manner, the similarity 154	

of the sound at the left and right ears was varied by adding uncorrelated noise (referred to as 155	

binaural correlation; BC). Lowering BC increases the sensory noise. In space-map neurons this 156	

decreases the amplitude and broadens the ITD-tuning curves [26,27].  157	

We investigated: 1) if mTeg responses can be explained by a Bayesian estimator, and 2) if these 158	

responses predicted behavior when the reliability of the ITD cue changed.  To answer the first 159	

question, we read out sound source direction from the modeled population of OT neurons 160	

described above as BC changed, using a Bayesian decoder (maximum a posteriori (MAP); see 161	

supplementary Figure S3 for similar estimates using the mean of the posterior).	Then, we	162	

examined whether mTeg responses were consistent with the output of the MAP decoder when 163	

BC changed. To answer the second question, we examined if mTeg responses predicted behavior 164	

as BC levels changed.  165	

The barn owl’s sound localization accuracy can be predicted by Bayesian inference with a prior 166	

for frontal space, i.e. frontal sound locations are considered more likely [3, 4]. Consistent with 167	

the general properties of Bayesian inference explained above, the MAP estimate of sound source 168	

direction applied to the modeled OT population showed an increasing bias toward the center of 169	

gaze as BC decreased [27]	(Figure 5A).  170	

Interestingly, mTeg responses also varied with BC in a manner consistent with the MAP estimate 171	

of sound direction (Figure 5A-D). Specifically, the mean normalized firing rate of mTeg neurons 172	

in the sample was highly correlated with the Bayesian estimate at each BC (Figure 5A,B, mean 173	

r2=0.75, p<10-22). Additionally, the change in the standard deviation of the mean mTeg 174	

population response also correlated well with the standard deviation of the MAP estimate (Fig. 175	

5C,D, r2=0.84, p=0.01). Previous work has also demonstrated that the bias of the MAP estimate 176	
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across BCs does not change significantly until BC decreases below 0.5 [3,26,27]. To further 177	

confirm the correspondence between mTeg responses and the MAP estimate, we examined 178	

whether this feature was also present in mTeg population responses. Towards this end, we 179	

examined how much mTeg responses for a given ITD changed as BC was decreased. As 180	

observed in the MAP estimate, mTeg responses for a given ITD did not change significantly 181	

when BC remained above 0.5 (Figure 5B,D blue, ANOVA, p(F=0.03)=0.97), whereas responses 182	

when BC was below 0.5 were significantly different from when BC was equal to 1 (Figure 5B,D 183	

green Tukey post-hoc test, p<0.05). Altogether, these results show that the mTeg response 184	

changes consistently with the MAP estimate. 185	

In addition to investigating the correspondence between mTeg responses and MAP estimate, we 186	

examined whether mTeg responses and the sound localizing behavior were matched across BC. 187	

For this, we relied on data previously reported, showing that the changes in the owl's behavioral 188	

bias with varying BC (Figure 5E reported in [26]) were highly correlated with the MAP estimate 189	

(mean r2 for the four stimulus directions=0.95, p<10-3; see Figure 6C in [27]). Here, to compare 190	

the mTeg responses with the owl’s localization data, we plotted mTeg responses as a function of 191	

BC for the same four ITDs used in the published behavioral experiments. These mTeg responses 192	

were well correlated with behavior (Figure 5F, mean r2 for the four stimulus directions = 0.84, 193	

p=0.017).  194	

Finally, we examined whether the bias predicted by the MAP estimate, the bias in mTeg 195	

responses, and the owl’s behavioral bias matched as BC changed. To compare the bias in MAP 196	

estimate, mTeg responses, and behavior, we computed the mean difference between responses at 197	

BC= 1 and at lower BCs (Figure 5G,H,I). The MAP estimate predicted an increased bias at lower 198	
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BCs (Figure 5G). The same trend was observed in both the mTeg population response (Figure 199	

5H) and in the orienting behavior of the owl (Figure 5I).  200	

Overall, the correlations between mTeg neural responses, Bayesian (MAP) decoder predictions, 201	

and behavior across BCs support the hypothesis that mean mTeg responses approximate an 202	

estimate of sound direction that changes adaptively when the sensory input is degraded.  203	

Testing the network architecture by manipulating the owl's behavioral bias 204	

In light of the physiological and theoretical evidence of an adaptive behavioral command 205	

emerging in mTeg, we set out to test if the weighted convergence across the space-map by mTeg 206	

neurons was predicted by the MAP estimate and subsequently consistent with the owl’s orienting 207	

behavior. To this end, we aimed to selectively manipulate the activity in different parts of the 208	

space-map and verify whether these manipulations yielded consistent changes in the MAP 209	

estimate and the owl’s behavior. To achieve this goal, we relied on previously published 210	

evidence showing that frontal and peripheral space-map neurons are tuned to high and low 211	

frequencies, respectively [11,14]. Therefore, stimulation with a sound containing only high 212	

frequencies should enhance the response of frontal neurons relative to peripheral neurons, with 213	

the converse occuring for stimulation with low frequency (Figure 6A). Hence, when the 214	

frequency band of the stimulus is changed, the differential activation of neurons across the 215	

space-map should be reflected in the predictions of the MAP estimate, the mTeg responses, and 216	

ultimately the owl’s behavior. To test this hypothesis, we first examined predictions of the MAP 217	

estimate when the modeled population of space-map neurons was stimulated with high and low 218	

band-pass noises and tested these predictions on mTeg neurons. Then, we asked if the owl’s 219	

sound localizing behavior was consistent with predictions of the weighted convergence. 220	
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The MAP estimate predicted that at peripheral locations, mTeg responses to high-frequency 221	

sounds should be lower than mTeg responses to low-frequency sounds (Figure 6B, p=0.021, 222	

Wilcoxon rank-sum test). Thus, if mTeg responses approximate a MAP estimate, the firing rate 223	

of mTeg neurons should be more strongly driven by low frequencies within peripheral ITDs than 224	

by high frequencies. Remarkably, mTeg responses were consistent with the MAP estimate 225	

predictions, displaying significantly different responses for the two types of stimulation, where 226	

mTeg neurons displayed lower firing rate at peripheral ITDs for high than low frequencies 227	

(Figure 6D, ANCOVA, p(F=9.93) <10-3). Similar to the MAP estimate, mTeg responses to high 228	

frequency stimuli were less monotonic than at low frequencies, displaying shallow peaks and 229	

troughs (Figure 6B,D, peaks of the MAP estimates at -190 µs and +160 µs; peaks of the mTeg at 230	

-190 µs and +150 µs). These peaks and troughs for high frequency stimulation are expected from 231	

the phase-ambiguous ITD information of high frequency stimuli within the ITD range tested (see 232	

example in Figure 3G, purple curves). However, this is not inconsistent with the prediction of the 233	

weighted-convergence network architecture that at larger ITDs the firing of mTeg neurons is 234	

higher. Thus, the ITD tuning of mTeg neurons stimulated with high and low band-pass noises 235	

was consistent with the predictions of the MAP estimate. 236	

We next tested whether the changes observed at different frequencies predicted a change in 237	

behavioral performance. Interestingly, the MAP estimate predicted different behavioral biases at 238	

high and low frequency (Figure 6C, low frequency average bias of 13.2 deg; high frequency 239	

average bias of 27.6 deg). This prediction was matched by mTeg responses (Figure 6E, low 240	

frequency average bias of 14.3 deg; high frequency average bias of 31.4 deg).  241	

We then tested whether the owl’s behavioral bias was indeed consistent with the MAP estimate 242	

and the responses of mTeg neurons. For this we measured non-reinforced head-turns triggered by 243	
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high and low-frequency band-pass as well as broadband sounds in behaving barn owls. Training 244	

was limited to standing on a perch at the center of a speaker array; in this way we avoided 245	

potential influences of over-training [28] (Figure 6F). The owl's natural tendency to orient the 246	

head toward sounds was tracked with high-speed infrared cameras (Figure 6G). Head-saccades 247	

were measured from any initial head angle to avoid positional biases. To control for the 248	

confound between centrality bias and unwillingness of the barn owls to turn the head for sounds 249	

close to the center of gaze, sound sources within 10 degrees or less from the center of gaze at the 250	

time of sound presentation were not included in the analysis. We then estimated the average bias 251	

as the mean difference from the actual sound source direction. Using this paradigm, owls 252	

underestimated peripheral directions for broadband noise (the average bias over all eccentric 253	

directions was 21 deg), as reported in previous studies using owls trained to fixate at the front 254	

and motivated to respond through reward [1,2]. Remarkably, owls showed significantly stronger 255	

underestimation when localizing high frequency sounds than low frequency sounds (Figure 6H 256	

left, p<10-4, permutation test; average bias at high frequency: 27 deg; average bias at low 257	

frequency: 13 deg, see supplementary Figure S4 for the performance of each owl). Thus, the 258	

amount of behavioral bias could be adjusted upward and downward by targeted manipulations of 259	

the sensory input that elicited corresponding changes in mTeg activity. 260	

In summary, the correlation between the MAP predictions, mTeg neural responses, and 261	

behavioral bias observed during frequency manipulations of the auditory signal indicates, 262	

independently from the BC manipulations, that mTeg responses could account for the behavioral 263	

bias by integrating across the space-map population, approximating an adaptive command for the 264	

owl’s orienting behavior. 265	

  266	
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DISCUSSION 267	

This work explained how the midbrain map of auditory space is read out by downstream neurons 268	

to synthesize a command of orienting behavior that captures sensory uncertainty. It has 269	

previously been shown that the selectivity of space-map neurons reflects cue reliability [11] and 270	

proposed that this property may be a crucial parameter for guiding an adaptive behavioral bias 271	

[27]. However, how precisely changes in space-map neurons' selectivity are translated into an 272	

adaptive behavior was left unanswered. The present study shows how the space-map population 273	

may be read-out by downstream neurons to guide behavior in situations of uncertainty. Here, we 274	

demonstrated that this processing is consistent with a weighted convergence from the OT to 275	

mTeg, generating a conversion from a map representation to a rate-code, driving orienting 276	

behavior weighted by sensory reliability. Based on these mechanistic findings, predictions were 277	

made about how the adaptive behavioral bias would change by controlling stimulus frequency. 278	

These predictions were confirmed with behavioral experiments, allowing further demonstration 279	

of the network architecture by manipulations at the encoding level. Therefore, we show here how 280	

sensory statistics can be biologically decoded into a signal controlling head saccade. This is a 281	

major conceptual advance over previous work. 282	

Sensory-motor integration 283	

Critical findings of this study are the evidence of convergence from OT onto mTeg and the effect 284	

this convergence has on the ITD tuning in mTeg. Convergence from the space-map is supported 285	

by the broader frequency tuning of mTeg neurons and their frequency-dependent ITD tuning, 286	

which matches the ITD-dependent frequency tuning in ICx and OT previously reported [11,14]. 287	

The remarkable consistency of how best ITD changes with frequency in mTeg with how best 288	

frequency changes with ITD in ICx [11] and OT [14] indicates that convergent projections of 289	
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neurons from the space-map explains the tuning in mTeg. Thus, mTeg neurons lacked the classic 290	

characteristic-delay described for neurons of the inferior colliculus [21]. This is also consistent 291	

with the dramatically different response to ITD with broadband stimulation in mTeg, compared 292	

to ICx and OT, where mTeg responses appear quasi-sigmoidal while ICx and OT responses 293	

display peaked and largely symmetric rate-ITD curves around a prominent preferred ITD. 294	

A fundamental question in sensorimotor integration is the neural code controlling movement 295	

[23,29-31]. Previous studies have reported correlations between the firing rate of sensorimotor 296	

neurons and the kinematics of movements [29]. Here we propose that the premotor neurons in 297	

mTeg encode direction in the population average firing rate, which, through weighted 298	

convergence, captures the statistics represented in the upstream space-map. This is consistent 299	

with the idea that mTeg neurons control muscle synergy rather than single muscles 300	

independently [19,30,31], which has been proposed for explaining why correlations between 301	

neuronal responses and movement properties are commonly observed [29].  302	

The dorsal and medial tegmental areas are composed of multiple nuclei that receive direct 303	

projections from the OT. Microstimulating these areas yields head-saccades in different 304	

directions [16]. Therefore, populations of mTeg neurons in distinct nuclei are likely to have 305	

different tuning properties. Here, we focused on the horizontal coordinate of sound direction, 306	

which in barn owls is specifically linked to the coding of ITD [32]. Hence, we targeted mTeg 307	

neurons with clear tuning to ITD throughout mTeg. While the purpose of this study was to 308	

develop a normative model of the emergence of an adaptive motor command for head 309	

lateralization and elucidate the underlying functional network, we did not attempt to completely 310	

explain the anatomical pathway supporting head-orienting responses. Further experiments are 311	
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needed to explore the heterogeneous and likely complex properties of mTeg neurons that 312	

participate in guiding eye and head movements in different directions.  313	

Implementation of an adaptive behavior 314	

In general, behavioral errors are composed of systematic errors (biases) and precision errors 315	

(variance). A minority of studies have focused on behavioral biases to understand the underlying 316	

neural code [6,33-36]. Yet, focusing on the bias itself can provide information about the strategy 317	

the brain uses to produce adaptive behavior. Although both bias and variance contribute to the 318	

magnitude of errors, they provide different insights into how errors may occur in judgments. 319	

While the variance may reflect the level of confidence in either the evidence or the estimate, the 320	

systematic nature of the bias and its direction can be interpreted as the manifestation of a prior 321	

[3,5,27,34] or a cost function [37] that constrains the judgment. Understanding the neural 322	

response properties that emerge from the underlying circuitry in the owl’s sound localization 323	

pathway made it possible to manipulate the behavioral bias using specific sensory stimuli. These 324	

findings may also be testable in other species where auditory biases have been observed, 325	

including humans [3,38-40].  326	

The goal of this study was going beyond presenting the Bayesian model as a normative approach 327	

of how evidence about sound direction can be weighted by cue reliability, but to demonstrate the 328	

network implementing the neural command guiding a behavioral response weighted by the 329	

uncertainty in sensory information. The normative model does not recapitulate exactly the neural 330	

and behavioral variability. However, it helps in interpreting the experimental results from the 331	

Bayesian approach perspective, i.e. that the adaptive behavioral bias reflects the statistics of the 332	

sensory input. The MAP estimate and mTeg responses were highly correlated in shape and 333	

changed consistently across independent conditions (sound frequency and BC). However, the 334	
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MAP estimate did not perfectly match the mTeg responses. Despite a correspondence in shape 335	

and pattern of change across BCs, we observed that at negative (ipsilateral) ITDs, the mTeg 336	

responses appeared more monotonic than the MAP estimate for higher BCs. For both 337	

hemispheres neural responses were maximal for sound directions within the contralateral 338	

hemifields. Yet, mTeg receives inputs from the left and right OTs [15]. Thus, although the 339	

orienting behavior is presumably controlled by activity from both sides of the midbrain 340	

tegmentum [16,19], it is likely that the stronger firing rate elicited by sounds on the contralateral 341	

side, which matches better to the MAP estimate, have a stronger influence on guiding orienting 342	

responses [16,19]. In addition, although variability of the MAP estimate and mTeg responses 343	

changed in the same direction with BC, the absolute numbers are different, with the change in 344	

variability from BC = 1 to BC = 0.1 being an order of magnitude larger for the MAP estimate. 345	

Variations of the MAP estimate from one trial to another reflect the population response, where 346	

neural variability is correlated, while mTeg standard deviation reflects changes in the response of 347	

single neurons. Thus, the across-trial variability of the MAP is influenced by correlated noise in 348	

the modeled space-map population, while this correlated noise is not captured in the variability 349	

observed when averaging across individual mTeg responses, possibly leading to the difference in 350	

absolute levels predicted by the model and observed in averages of mTeg responses recorded 351	

separately.  352	

Explaining biased behavior with Bayesian theory has implications for understanding sensory 353	

perception [3,5,41]. Bayesian inference shows how combining prior and sensory information 354	

predicts optimal perception of ambiguous sensory inputs [41-46]. However, theoretically optimal 355	

methods are but metaphors for how the brain actually decodes information, and the fact that 356	

mTeg responses approximate the Bayesian estimate is not trivial. Although both the specific 357	
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Bayesian estimate tested in this study and the weighted convergence act as linear decoders, they 358	

could not be explained by any arbitrary linear convergence network. For example, a point-to-359	

point projection from OT to mTeg would produce a similar population code for direction to those 360	

seen in ICx and OT, rather than a rate code reflecting movement direction. Additionally, a 361	

random linear convergence from OT to mTeg did not necessarily predict the mTeg response and 362	

approximate a Bayesian decoder (see supplementary Figure S2). Rather, a specific integration 363	

across frequency and ITD was required for the convergence from OT to mTeg to approximate 364	

the Bayesian direction estimate. Thus a precise, yet simple and biologically plausible mechanism 365	

of weighted convergence explains how the neural code for sound localization can be translated 366	

into an adaptive behavioral command. 367	

  368	
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 369	

Electrophysiology 370	

Surgical procedure: Surgery was performed as described previously [47]. Briefly, adult barn 371	

owls (3 females and 3 male) were anesthetized with intramuscular injections of ketamine 372	

hydrochloride (20 mg/kg; Ketaset, intramuscular) and xylazine (4 mg/kg; Anased, 373	

intramuscular). Prophylactic antibiotics (ampicillin; 20 mg/kg, intramuscular) and lactated 374	

Ringer’s solution (10 ml, subcutaneous) were injected at the beginning of each session. An 375	

analgesic (Carprofen; 3mg/kg, Rimadyl, intramuscular) was administered at the end of each 376	

session to prevent inflammation and pain. These procedures complied with National Institutes of 377	

Health and guidelines of the Albert Einstein College of Medicine’s Institute of Animal Studies.    378	

Recording from awake animals was impractical in these experiments as electrophysiology 379	

required serial electrode penetrations, head restraint, and long recording sessions (up to 10 380	

hours). To control for varying levels of anesthesia, records of the time of each recording relative 381	

to anesthetic administration were rigorously maintained. Experiments were interrupted when 382	

latencies or response thresholds changed. Regardless, the effect of anesthesia in the midbrain has 383	

been shown to be less pronounced than in the forebrain [48,49] and therefore lessens concerns 384	

about changes in neural response under anesthesia. 385	

Extracellular recordings of ICx, OT and mTeg neurons:  Single-unit responses were recorded 386	

using 1MΩ tungsten electrodes (A-M Systems). Tucker Davis Technologies (TDT) System 3 and 387	

custom written Matlab software (Mathworks) were used to record neural data. ICx and OT were 388	

located stereotaxically and confirmed by the characteristic responses to ITD and interaural level 389	

difference and firing properties [47]. The mTeg was also located stereotaxically [15,16] but 390	

recording from this structure was further verified with microstimulation (see below). 391	
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Microstimulation: Recordings in mTeg were confirmed with microstimulation. At the end of 392	

each recording, microstimulation at the recording site was conducted to verify that eye 393	

movements were elicited and that the same electrical stimulus was no longer able to elicit eye 394	

movements when the electrode was moved a few hundred micrometers away from the recording 395	

site. A programmable digital stimulator (WPI, DS8000) was used to deliver trains of current 396	

pulses (5ms pulse width, 200Hz, 80ms duration) through the recording electrode, varying the 397	

current amplitude from 50 to 150 µA with inter-stimulus intervals larger than 15 seconds (as 398	

described in [20]). In most experiments, 130 µA or less was enough to induce unequivocal eye 399	

movements (see Figure 2 for example).  400	

Sound stimulation  401	

All experiments were performed inside a double-walled sound-attenuating chamber. Custom-402	

made earphones consisting of a calibrated speaker (Knowles model 1914) and a microphone 403	

(Knowles model EK-23024) were inserted in the owl's ear canal [47]. Auditory stimuli delivered 404	

through the earphones consisted of 100 to 150 ms signals with a 5 ms rise-fall time at 10-20 dB 405	

above threshold. For each ICx, OT, and mTeg neuron, we first measured the ITD and rate-level 406	

response with broadband noise (0.5 – 10 kHz). ITD was initially varied from ±300 µs with 30 µs 407	

steps over 5-10 trials for ICx and OT and 20 trials for mTeg. Sound level varied from 0 dB SPL 408	

to 70 dB SPL in 5-dB steps. Frequency tuning was measured with tones ranging from 500 Hz to 409	

8000 Hz varied in 200 to 500 Hz steps over 20 trials. Neural responses to ITD in mTeg were also 410	

recorded at various frequencies (from 1 to 6 kHz, 1 kHz steps, same ITD protocol as broadband). 411	

Stimuli within all tested ranges were randomized during data collection. 412	

To manipulate the binaural correlation, three random noise signals (N1, N2, and N3) were 413	

generated. N1 was delivered to one ear and its copy with a time shift, to produce an ITD, was 414	
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delivered to the other ear. N2 and N3 were added to the N1 in the left and right ear respectively. 415	

These additional noise signals reduced the correlation between the signals in the two ears, 416	

depending on the relative amplitudes of the uncorrelated and correlated noises. Binaural 417	

correlation was calculated from BC = 1/(1 + k2), where k is the ratio between the root-mean-418	

square amplitudes of the uncorrelated and correlated noises [26]. On a subset of ICx neurons 419	

(n=46) and on all recorded mTeg neurons, we obtained ITD curves (+/- 300 µs; 30 µs steps; 20 420	

repetitions) using noise bursts at different BCs (from 0 to 1, in 0.2 steps).  421	

Finally, for all mTeg neurons we measured ITD curves (+/- 300 µs; 30 µs steps; 20 repetitions) 422	

with low (500-3500 Hz) and high (4500-7500 Hz) frequency band-pass sounds as well as 423	

broadband noise (500-9000 Hz).  424	

Behavior 425	

Remote eye tracking: Eye movements triggered by microstimulation in mTeg were measured 426	

with high-speed video imaging using a commercially available eye tracking system (EyeLink 427	

1000) that detected the pupil and the position of the corneal reflection. Eyelids were opened 428	

momentarily to conduct the test after each recording using a custom made retractor. This 429	

procedure and the anesthesia did not prevent blinking of the nictitating membrane allowing for 430	

natural protection of the eyes from drying. 431	

Head-orienting behavior: Head-orienting behavior to sound was measured for three hand-raised 432	

barn owls trained only to stand on a perch at the center of a speaker array. The speaker array 433	

consisted of an azimuthal linear array of 21 speakers, a subset of a hemispherical array of 434	

speakers constructed inside a sound-attenuating chamber [47,11]. The linear array spanned 100 435	

degrees to the left and right of the midline, with 10 degrees separation between speakers. Each 436	

speaker was calibrated in place using a microphone mounted on a pan-tilt robot located at the 437	
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array center. Head saccades were recorded with a pair of high-speed infrared cameras (Fastec 438	

Imaging, 100 frames per sec) mounted in the corners of the room. Head saccades were then 439	

tracked using custom designed image-analysis code (Xcitec, Proanalyst) from images calibrated 440	

in 3-D using a grid located at the same position of the owl’s head. Owls were presented with the 441	

same noise bursts used to measure neural responses (100 ms long, 5 ms rise-fall time, high and 442	

low frequency band-pass sounds, and broadband-noise) but through this free-field array. The 443	

setup allowed us to measure head saccades from any starting head position, which made it 444	

possible to rule out positional biases. To account for the position of the animal in the field of 445	

view of the cameras, the owl's perch was designed such that it only allowed the bird a single 446	

stance. However, owls did not always look straight ahead when the stimulus was presented; 447	

therefore, the measured angles of head turn were transformed into a head-centered coordinate 448	

system. Owls were unrewarded in this task to avoid biases introduced by training. As a 449	

consequence, they only performed a few orienting-responses per experimental session [28], 450	

requiring long periods of rest and repeated sessions over more than two years to collect the data. 451	

For each sound presentation, the frequency band (0.5-3.5 kHz, 4.5-7.5 kHz or 0.5-9 kHz) and 452	

location (±100 deg, 10 deg separation) of the source were randomized by the software. The 453	

experimenter initiated a trial when the owl was standing upright and its beak (the tracking 454	

reference, see Figure 6G) was in the field of view of both cameras. The experimenter remained 455	

blind to the properties of the sound.  456	

Data analysis  457	

Electrophysiological data: For each stimulus parameter, a rate curve was computed by averaging 458	

the firing rate during sound stimulation over trials. The spontaneous firing rate, obtained when 459	

no sound stimulation was presented, was subtracted from the response to the stimulus. Best ITDs 460	
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were defined as the center of the range that elicited 50% of the maximum response of each 461	

tuning-curve. To assess the relative broadness of the frequency tuning we calculated the areas 462	

under the normalized frequency tuning curves. To find the peak of ITD-tuning curves of mTeg 463	

neurons to tonal stimulation we first fitted the curves with a cosine function. We then defined the 464	

ITD corresponding to the closest maximum from 0 µs as the peak [11]. The changes of ITD 465	

tuning with BC were consistent in both hemispheres (maximal changes for sound directions 466	

within the contralateral hemifields). Thus, analyses of the mean mTeg response were performed 467	

on the combined data, normalized to contralateral and ipsilateral side leading. 468	

ITD increases with eccentricity [32]: small values of ITD (~0 µs) are associated with frontal 469	

directions and larger values of ITD (~200 µs) are associated with the periphery. Thus, we 470	

converted ITD to azimuth [32] to measure the bias predicted by the mTeg response to ITD. 471	

Behavioral data: Head orientation and angular velocity were computed offline using image-472	

analysis software (Xcitec, Proanalyst). Individuals analyzing the data remained blind to the 473	

location of the sound source until the end. Subsets of the data were analyzed independently by 474	

different persons to confirm the analysis was consistent across individuals. Trials where owls 475	

moved during the presentation of the stimulus or where the beak disappeared from the field of 476	

view of the cameras were discarded. We measured saccade latencies as the time from the onset 477	

of each presentation of a stimulus to the first video frame where the owl's head started rotating. 478	

Median latency varied across animals (owl L=240 ms; owl F=520 ms; owl P=210 ms). These 479	

values are higher than previous reports [1,18,50]. However, most previous studies were 480	

conducted with trained owls that were rewarded if the saccade was correct. For each owl, there 481	

was no significant difference between the latencies across stimulus conditions. Saccades whose 482	

latency was greater than 1 sec were discarded. Based on angular velocity, head movements 483	
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during a saccade were classified as rotation, translation, or fixation [51]. Consistent with the 484	

literature, we only included head rotations with an angular velocity greater than 50 deg.sec-1 485	

[18,50,51]. When translational movements were included in the analysis the results remained 486	

consistent, albeit more variable. The criteria for classifying movements as saccades became 487	

unreliable when the sound source was close to the front [1,50], therefore only head-turns evoked 488	

by sources located 10 degrees away from the initial head angle were included in the analysis.  489	

Modeling 490	

Heterogeneous population of neurons in the space-maps: We modeled a space-map population 491	

of 500 neurons. To incorporate the overrepresentation of frontal space into the modeled 492	

population, the density of preferred direction X was drawn from a Laplace prior:  493	

p(X)∝ exp −
X
b

#

$
%

&

'
(

,  494	

where the scale parameter is b=25 [3,10]. First, broadband noise signals between 0.2 and 12 kHz 495	

were passed through a gammatone filter-bank with center frequencies ranging from 0.25 kHz to 496	

8 kHz in 0.25 kHz steps. The time constants of the filters were specific to the owl and estimated 497	

from Koppl [52] to model cochlear filters, as described in [24]. The outputs were cross-498	

correlated and transformed by an exponential input-output function to produce a set of 499	

frequency-dependent ITD curves (from 0.5 to 8 kHz). The input to ICx was modeled as a 500	

weighted sum of the frequency-dependent ITD curves. The weights were direction-dependent to 501	

model the direction-dependent frequency tuning in ICx [11]. The weights for each neuron have a 502	

Gaussian shape with a center and width selected to match the observed frequency tuning at the 503	

preferred direction of the neuron. The weighted sum of the frequency-dependent ITD curves was 504	

passed through an exponential nonlinearity to produce the firing rates of Poisson neurons that 505	
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modeled ICx responses. The responses in OT, which receive point-to-point projections from ICx 506	

[12], are influenced by feedback inhibition that serves to select the dominant stimulus when 507	

multiple peaks of activity are present in the map [53,54]. To model OT neurons, we used a 508	

simplified version of the model of Mysore and Knudsen (2012, 2014) by multiplying the ICx 509	

activity pattern by a rectangular window function to select the dominant peak. The window takes 510	

a value of one on an interval that is 28 degrees wide centered at the location of the peak in a 511	

smoothed version of the ICx activity pattern. The decoding analyses were applied to the 512	

windowed response pattern representing the population activity of the OT.   513	

Assuming a linear transformation between OT and mTeg, the mTeg response to ITD can be 514	

explained entirely as a linear combination ITD-tuning curves form OT. Therefore, we modeled 515	

the responses in mTeg with a weighted sum of the OT population. To estimate the weights of the 516	

convergence, we used discrete Fourier transforms (FFT) of the experimental mTeg ITD tuning 517	

curves calculated after offsetting the curves to zero mean, as described previously [25]. The 518	

weights given by the normalized FFT phase spectra of mTeg neurons were applied to OT 519	

neurons with equivalent preferred frequency (Figure 4A,B). The modeled mTeg response was 520	

therefore given by: 
Yi (ITD) = fi,n

n=1

N

∑ Xn (ITD)
, where Xn (ITD)  is the modeled ITD curve of the 521	

nth neuron in OT and fi,n the weights given by the FFT phase spectra of the ith  mTeg neurons at 522	

the preferred frequency of the nth OT neuron. 523	

Bayesian estimates: A general approach to decoding the neural population activity is to compute 524	

a MAP estimate of the environmental property θ using a statistical model of the neural responses 525	

[46,55,56].  The MAP estimate of stimulus direction at binaural correlation level BC (or stimulus 526	
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frequency F) is the value of θ that maximizes the posterior probability, or equivalently the log 527	

posterior probability, of θ given the neural activities: 528	

θ̂map =
argmax
θ

ln p(θ | r,BC)
. 529	

We computed the MAP estimate of stimulus direction at different BC (or stimulus frequency) 530	

values from the model population response assuming Gaussian variability with mean population 531	

response f(θ,BC)  and covariance matrix Σ(θ,BC)  and that the determinant of the covariance 532	

matrix is constant across stimulus direction. The MAP estimate is computed as:533	

θ̂map =
argmax
θ

ln p(θ | r,BC)

=
argmax
θ

−
1
2
(r− f(θ,BC))T Σ−1(θ,BC)(r− f(θ,BC))− |θ |

25 .  534	

The covariance matrix Σ(θ,BC)  is estimated from the responses of the modeled space-map 535	

neurons and takes into account the correlations induced by shared noise at the input. Because we 536	

are using a model of the space-map neurons, we can reliably estimate all of the correlations 537	

between neurons in the population.  538	

The variability of the MAP estimate for a given stimulus ITD is the standard deviation of the 539	

MAP estimate over 50 trials of a stimulus presentation. The overall variability of the MAP 540	

estimate as a function of BC was computed as the average standard deviation over all the 21 541	

stimulus ITDs. 542	

  543	
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FIGURES & FIGURE LEGENDS 707	

 708	

 709	

Figure 1. Sound localization pathway. ICx and OT display maps of frequency and space. Frontal 710	

space (small ITD in µs in purple) is associated with high frequency. Conversely, peripheral space 711	

(large ITD in µs in green) is associated with low frequency. Although OT directly projects to 712	

mTeg, the nature of the projection between OT and mTeg is unknown.  713	

  714	
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 715	

Figure 2. Microstimulation in mTeg elicits eye movements. (A) An eye tracking system detected 716	

the pupil (blue ellipse) and the position of the corneal reflection (blue cross) over time. (B) 717	

Microstimulation (red line) through the recording electrode elicited eye movements detected by 718	

the eye tracker.   719	
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 720	

 721	

Figure 3. Tuning properties in the space-map and mTeg. (A,B) Example ITD tuning curves 722	

(mean and standard deviation across trials) of ICx (A) and mTeg (B) neurons for tonal 723	

stimulation. (C,D) Example ITD tuning curves (mean and standard deviation across trials) of ICx 724	

(C) and mTeg (D) neurons for broadband noise. (E) Example frequency tuning curve of an mTeg 725	

neuron (black) superimposed with frequency tuning curves of ICx (green) and OT (blue) cells 726	

showing the broader frequency tuning in mTeg. (F) Across the samples, mTeg neurons (n=36 727	

from Owls #1, 2 & 3) were significantly more broadly tuned than ICx (n=184 from Owls #1, 2 & 728	

3) and OT (n=39 from Owls #4, 5 & 6) cells (***p<0.001). (G) Example ITD tuning curves of 729	

an mTeg neuron for different frequencies, showing that ITD tuning varied with frequency. (H) 730	

The mean and standard deviation of peak ITDs for tonal stimulation across the mTeg sample. 731	

The mean peak ITD varied with stimulus frequency. 732	
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734	

Figure 4. Convergence from the space-map into mTeg. (A) Model of frequency-dependent ITD 735	

tuning curves in the space map. Neurons tuned to small ITDs preferred high frequencies (purple), 736	

neurons tuned to intermediate ITDs preferred intermediate frequencies (blue) and neurons tuned 737	

to larger ITDs preferred low frequencies (green). (B) The weights for each frequency 738	

(normalized from 0 to 1) were estimated from the Fourier decomposition of responses of mTeg 739	

neurons to broadband sound, on a neuron-by-neuron basis. (C) Space-map ITD tuning curves (A) 740	

scaled by the weights estimated in (B) and summed to simulate the convergence. (D) Example 741	

experimental ITD-tuning curve in mTeg (gray dotted line) and the output of the convergence 742	

model with the respective weights. (E) The boxplot shows the median and quartiles of the 743	

coefficient of determination (r2) between modeled and measured mTeg ITD curves across the 744	

sample.  745	
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747	

Figure 5. The owl's behavioral bias under varying levels of noise is predicted by the MAP 748	

estimate and mTeg responses. (A) MAP estimate with varying BC (high to low BC indicated by 749	

changing from blue to green). (B) Mean ITD-response in mTeg for varying BC. To calculate the 750	

mean ITD-response in mTeg, the ITD-response of each neuron was first normalized to its mean 751	

activity at BC=1 before taking the average of the ITD-response across all the recorded neurons. 752	

(C) Mean standard deviation over 15 ITDs and 50 iterations of the MAP estimate. (D) Mean over 753	

21 ITDs of the standard deviation of the mean mTeg response. (E) Mean and standard deviation 754	

of the owl's head orienting response as a function of BC (modified from [26]). Behavioral 755	

responses to four different ITDs are shown (actual values indicated on the right). The centrality 756	

bias increases as BC decreases. (F) Mean mTeg response across BC for similar ITDs as in (E). 757	

(G,H,I) Reduction in response from the BC = 1 condition, which quantify the bias toward the 758	

center, computed as the mean difference between responses at BC=1 and other BCs at the same 759	

four directions shown in (E) and (F). Error bars in (F) and (G,H,I) represent s.e.m. 760	
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 761	

762	

Figure 6. Changes in the owl's behavioral bias induced by manipulating stimulus frequency. (A) 763	

Schematic population of space-map neurons whose relative response rate varies with the 764	

frequency of the stimulating sound. Stimulation with high frequencies (middle) excites more 765	

strongly the frontal neurons, which prefer higher frequencies. Conversely, stimulation with low 766	

frequencies (bottom) excites more strongly the peripheral neurons. (B) MAP estimate for sound 767	

stimulation of varying frequency as described in (A) (shaded areas are s.e.m). (C) Mean and 768	

standard deviation over sound directions (ITD > 50 µs and ITD < -50 µs) of the bias predicted by 769	

MAP estimate (in B). (D) Mean ITD tuning across mTeg neurons for varying frequency.  (E) 770	

Mean and standard deviation of the difference in bias between stimulating conditions predicted 771	
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from the mTeg responses across ITD. To compute the relative change in bias predicted by the 772	

mTeg responses at high and low frequency, we measured the amplitude difference between the 773	

two curves. To compare the biases predicted by the mTeg responses and MAP estimate, we used 774	

the MAP estimate at low frequency as common scale for both datasets. Therefore, the mTeg 775	

responses were normalized so that the maximum value of the mTeg response at low frequency 776	

matches the maximum of the MAP estimate at low frequency. (F) Owls were trained to stand on 777	

a perch at the center of a speaker array. (G) Images captured by two high-speed infrared video 778	

cameras at different angles. The owl’s head was tracked as it moved in space. Red dotted lines 779	

indicate the trajectory preceding the shown images.  (H) Median and quartiles of the bias of 780	

head-orienting responses from three barn owls presented with high-frequency (n=47) and low-781	

frequency (n=36) bandpass noise. (c,e,h) *p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001, high frequency in 782	

purple and low frequency in green.  783	
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SUPPLEMENTARY FIGURES 784	

 785	
Supplementary Figure S1. ITD tuning from broadband noise stimulation of 36 mTeg neurons 786	
recorded in 3 barn owls (1 male and 2 females). (a) Neurons in the left hemisphere display a peak 787	
or a plateau of activity at positive ITDs. (b) Neurons in the right hemisphere display a peak or a 788	
plateau of activity at negative ITDs. Overall, neurons respond maximally to the contralateral side. 789	

 790	
 791	

Supplementary Figure S2. Mean modeled response of a random linear convergence from the 792	
space-map onto mTeg at different values of binaural correlation (BC). The convergence was 793	
modeled using the method described in the manuscript, except that weights were random 794	
(sampled uniformly from 0 to 1) rather than estimated from the Fourier transform of mTeg ITD 795	
curves. The random linear convergence does not predict the mTeg response, nor approximate a 796	
Bayesian decoder.  797	
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 798	
 799	

Supplementary Figure S3. Posterior mean estimate at different values of binaural correlation 800	
(BC) (a) Posterior mean estimate with varying BC (high to low BC indicated by changing from 801	
blue to green). (b) Mean over 15 ITDs of the standard deviation over 50 trials of the posterior 802	
mean estimate. 803	

 804	

 805	
 806	

Supplementary Figure S4. Mean and s.e.m of the bias of head-orienting responses from three 807	
barn owls (F, L and P) presented with high-frequency and low-frequency bandpass noise. 808	
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